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Defensive strategies in number down situations after loosing possession 

(e.g. unsuccessful building up) in the own half 

 

Introduction: 

Usually there is a sharper focus on attacking strategies, than on thinking defensive. 

The mindset occupies with the who or where happened the mistake, instead of thinking ahead, what is 

the best handling of this new situation. 

Especially in consequence of increasing pressing activities the error rate of buildings up rises. 

The mentality should not be to think about the origin of the mistake, but the best way to deal with it. 

Especially in case of  misplaced building up a team needs automated ways to run or to occupy spaces. 

Are there quiet agreements or announced orders, team rules, binding agreements for each player? 

Which are the internalised team-known-principles, are there variable handling-schedules over and 

above? 

 

Key points: 

- risk evaluation 

- disturb-distance 

- saving the ball-goal-line (inner line) 

- complication of the forward-cooperation 

- arrangements in damage limitation 

 

Case study:         The analysis considers just building up trials, caught in the building up half 

 

WC final New Delhi 2010 Germany - Australia 

 Mistakes in building up 1
st
 half Mistakes in building up 2

nd
 half 

Germany 6 4 

Australia 1 3 

 

WC semifinal New Delhi 2010 Germany - England 

 Mistakes in building up 1
st
 half Mistakes in building up 2

nd
 half 

Germany 8 6 

England 2 4 

 

WC semifinal New Delhi 2010 Australia - Netherlands 

 Mistakes in building up 1
st
 half Mistakes in building up 2

nd
 half 

Australia 3 4 

Netherlands 7 7 

 

Comparison women June 2010 Germany – Australia 

 Mistakes in building up 1
st
 half Mistakes in building up 2

nd
 half 

Germany 13 6 

Australia 6 1 
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Main part: 

Analysis of  the positional play of one or more defender in number down situations: 

There is no claim to generalize these low data, in fact they should be added at the 

Champions Trophy 2010 in Mönchengladbach, Germany. 

 

Are there any significant quantity differences between the top nations? 

- Germany and Netherlands make more mistakes in building up (BU) than England or 

Australia. 

- Obviously there is a connection on pressing strategies of the opponent (Australia) and 

experience and mentality of the building up players (Germany). 

 

Is there a correlation between number of unsuccessful building ups and final score? 

- Australia has been successful with its provoking pressing against NL and Germany. 

- Germany compensates its high error rate with skilful defensive behaviour. 

 

Are there significant reasons for unsuccessful building ups? 

- pressing strategies (team runways) of the opponent provoke mistakes in passways 

- the score may be responsible for overhasty operations 

- experienced subgroups of  defenders are less fragile for provoked hectic pace in BU. 

 

Are there differences in number down situations in positional play of 2v3 or 4v5 ? 

- failed BU´s result in superior attacking action just frequently 

- defending principles are coincident, independent of the numerical proportion 

 

Are there differences between men and women teams? 

The main reason for the unproportional amount of failed BU´s in the analysed women match 

may be due to the character of a preparation match in contrast to a WC-medal-match. 

 

 

Which are the principles of damage-minimization?  

In which way should the sub number defender work, the defense block cooperate? 
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Defending principles for one defender in number down: 

- close the inside (ball-goal-) line  

- offer your strong side / the external track 

- gain time for your returning supporter 

- body/stick between ballplayer and other forward (close the passway) 

- avoid the pass between the two attackers (preferably do not risk a fast performed free hit) 

- control the distance between both attackers (do not get an unrestricted shot on goal in case 

of successful attackers interaction) 

- give pressure to the ballcarrier, keeping a secure distance (avoiding a foot foul) 

- action distance to the ball possessor (if he looks up for orientation, try to irritate with the 

stick) 

- try to provoke an imprudent action (use faking techniques) 

- switch to offensive thinking (after ball possession) 

 

 Additional defending principles for two or more defender in number down: 

- first back central, then allocate, then put preferably pressure to the ball 

- act compact (as one defensive block, so that passing between the defenders is not possible) 

- move the forwards by this block into harmless areas, gain time for your hastening back 

teammates 

- communication: goalkeeper/last defender conducts the other (applies to reach and direction) 

- father defender coaches the defender nearby the ballcarrier 

- inside defender coaches/conducts the externals (by wing tackling) 

 

Team rules: 

In top level teams there is a hierarchy of successful work in number down situation (definition 

of successful is depending on the demand and arrangements of the particular team). 

 Worst case is conceding a goal, best case is ball possession and own counterattack. What 

 counts in between? There should be announced or implicit agreements inside each team. 

Choose your risk in defending action depending on distance and direction (and ability of the 

 ball possessor). Maybe it is better to risk catching a penalty corner than a direct goal shot. Or it 

maybe better to offer the forehand side of the attacker, if you have an excellent reverse stick 

shooter. A defensive key player gives sign whether the defense group acts aggressive (with a 

high risk) or cautious (to gain time). External defenders have to resume responsibility for the 

defending group, by instructing the others in direction and operation (to press or to keep 

observant). 
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Returning teammates: 

- extend the closed inside area 

- give acoustical feedback (signalize that the team works together again)    

- show the preparedness, willingness and athletic ability of  returning capacity. 

 

Principles in sub number situation: several examples 

Sub number positional play: one defender against two attackers 
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Sub number positional play two defenders against three attackers: 

 

Sub number positional play three defenders against five attackers: 
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Training excercises: 

Basic exercise in sub number one versus two: 
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Target exercise in sub number defense:  

- simulated misbuilding up and sub number defense 3 v 5 (with two returning forwards): 

 

 

Role of the goalie or the furthest defender: 

- inform your defending teammates about the position of the free attacker(s)! 

 

 Conclusion: 

 The difference between successful and non successful teams depends on their possibilities to 

 score, on the other hand it depends on their efficiency in defensive (team-) work. 

 The aim is to switch the wide scope of action from the possible worst case (getting a goal 

 against) about a bad goal shot (fast striking out or bad angle to the goal) to the  best case of 

 successful defending in sub number (gaining the ball and counterattack). 

The reviewed failed building ups (on top level) resulted in defending action of sub numbers 

infrequently. The top level teams are physically strong enough to regain equal or superior 

number situation in their backfield after a few seconds. Consequently the handling of those first 

seconds after loosing possession is responsible for success or failure. 

            Handling of this knowledge means to manage the damage! 


